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Abstract: We report on the synthesis of titanium dioxide by titanium carbide for the preparation
of hybrid material reinforced with polyaniline (PANI@TiO2–TiC) using the in situ polymerization
technique. The effectiveness of the samples on the thermal, optical and electrochemical properties
was investigated. The XRD, XPS, FTIR, SEM and TEM results confirm the successful synthesis of
the PANI, PANI@TiC and PANI@TiO2–TiC samples. Through this, a good connection, an excellent
relationship between the structures and the properties of the synthesized hybrid materials were ob-
tained. Moreover, the electrical conductivity and optical bandgap were also tested. Remarkably good
electrochemical characteristics were identified by cyclic voltammetry. Moreover, the galvanostatic
charge–discharge (GCD) of the supercapacitor was remarkably high. Cyclic stability showed good
retention after 1500 cycles at 1.5 A·g−1.

Keywords: titanium carbide; titanium dioxide; polyaniline; supercapacitor; cyclic stability

1. Introduction

In recent years, supercapacitors have come to be considered potential energy storage
devices that facilitate the speedy storage of energy. Supercapacitors (SCs) offer numerous
advantages such as excellent efficiency, high power density, good cycling stability and eco-
friendliness [1–3]. Due to these characteristics, they exhibit practical application qualities
in several mobile applications as well as for the storage of energy for photovoltaic cells [4].
However, particular difficulties with regard to the rate of the self-charging and density
of energy, cost, etc., limit their actual fields of application to a small number of domains;
for these, more investigations will be necessary to overcome these disadvantages. As the
efficiency of SCs greatly depends on the electrodes material and electrolytes, conducting
polymers (CPs) and nanoparticles that possess pseudocapacitive behavior are considered
more favorable or appropriate materials as electrodes. Different nanostructured electrode
materials for supercapacitors based on different dimensions ranging from zero to three
such as activated carbon, nanorods, nanowires, nanotubes and nanofibers are known [5–7].
Recently, electrode materials based on carbon nanofibers, which are prepared by elec-
trospinning technique with subsequent carbonization, are also considered as promising
electrode materials for supercapacitors due to their high electrical conductivity and their
specific surface area and porosity [8–11].
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Among the several CPs, polyaniline (PANI) is widely utilized because of its excellent
energy storage capacity and rapid redox switching, and is thus considered an ideal electrode
for SCs [12–14]. Consequently, a lot of research on various PANI structures (nanotube, gel,
hollow nanofibers, nanobuds, etc.) applied in SCs was published in recent years [15,16].
Although the nanostructure of PANI reveals excellent capacitance, it has been observed
that the polymer chain breaks down after charge/discharge cycles. The low solidity and
weak durability for the polymer backbone led to reduced cycle stability [17]. This obstacle
can be overcome if sufficient stability is supplied to the polymer structure, which can
be achieved using nanocomposites [18]. In addition, the PANI-based hybrid material is
usually inexpensive, but its main handicap is its weak long-term stability. However, one
solution for the above problems appears to be a nanocomposite comprised of inorganic,
metal oxides with PANI for excellent capacitance and high stability [19].

In contrast, SCs based on PANI with metal oxides such as SnO2, MnO2, NiO, Al2O3,
Co3O4 and TiO2 nanocomposites have been suggested to solve the difficulties in the stability
and lofty surface area [14,19–21]. The hybrid materials of TiO2–TiC with PANI are expected
to have high cycle stability for SC applications owing to the donor and acceptor interactions
(p/n junction) between the polymer and inorganic surface, as TiO2 is a perfect n-type
composite whereas PANI is a p-type polymer [21]. Moreover, there has been little research
on the supercapacitive properties of the PANI@TiO2′s hybrid structure. Among the various
nanocomposites based on PANI, PANI@TiO2–Sm2O3 exhibits an interesting structure with
a set of properties that are unrivaled by those of other metal oxides [1]. Herein, we
demonstrate a simple process to produce PANI@TiO2–TiC to address this challenge. In
order to confirm the structure as well as the optical properties and thermal stability of these
samples, XPS, XRD, FTIR, TGA, TEM and UV–vis were used. Finally, the electrochemical
behavior and cycle stability tests by CV were used to investigate the application of these
hybrid materials in the field of SCs.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The solutions were prepared using deionized H2O (18.2 MΩcm, ELGA LabWater,
Lane End, UK) obtained with the “Elga Labwater Purelab” system, titanium carbide (TiC)
(Aldrich, ≥99.8%, 50 nm, St. Louis, MI, USA), ammonium persulfate (APS) (Aldrich,
≥98%, St. Louis, MI, USA), aniline (ANI) (Aldrich, ≥99.5%, St. Louis, MI, USA), ammo-
nia solution (NH4OH) (Aldrich, 25%, St. Louis, MI, USA), acetylene carbon black (ACB),
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) (CH2CF2)n, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) (Aldrich,
≥99.9%, St. Louis, MI, USA), hydrochloric acid (HCl) (Aldrich, 70%, St. Louis, MI, USA),
nitric acid (HNO3) (Aldrich, 70%, St. Louis, MI, USA), potassium hydroxide (KOH)
(Merck KGaA, 37%, Darmstadt, Germany) and ethanol (C2H5OH) (Merck KGaA, 96%,
Darmstadt, Germany).

2.2. Physicochemical Characterization

A H7500-Hitachi (Tokyo, Japan) transmission electron microscope (TEM) was used
to examine the microstructure. The surface and morphological characterization of the
samples was performed with a scanning electron microscope (SEM; Hitachi S-4700). Bruker
CCD-Apex (Madison, WI, USA) X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) with a CuKα target was
used to determine the main crystallinity parameters. The thermal stabilization of the
samples’ structure was examined using a thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) apparatus,
the Hitachi STA7200 (Tokyo, Japan). The optical characteristics were determined using a
Hitachi-U3000 spectrophotometer (Tokyo, Japan). Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spec-
tra were registered between 500 and 4000 cm−1 (Bruker Instruments, Karlsruhe, Germany).
The elemental composition and phase structures were determined by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) (3000 electron, AVG-Microtech-Multilab, London, UK). Electrical con-
ductivity measurement was carried out using the 4-point probes method with a Lucas Lab
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probe. The samples were dried at 70 ◦C for 24 h, and then disks were prepared with an
FTIR mold [14,22].

2.3. Producing TiO2–TiC

TiO2–TiC was produced in a 1-step H2O bath reaction. First, 1.5 g TiC was weighed as
the raw product for TiO2 preparation. Second, as the solvent, 50 mL of HNO3 (7 M) was
mixed with 100 mL of C2HOH. Subsequently, the TiC powder was added to the mixed
solution and stirred for 15 min. The suspension was then stirred at 70 ◦C for 12 h by a
magnetic stirrer. Finally, the obtained material (marked as TiO2–TiC) was filtered through
filter paper and then washed several times with H2O and C2H5OH. The filtered TiO2–TiC
was placed in a dryer at 60 ◦C for 24 h [22].

2.4. Synthesis of PANI@TiO2–TiC

We dispersed 1.20 g TiO2–TiC and 0.56 g of ANI in an ultrasonic bath for 15 min
and then dissolved 0.265 mL of HCl in 160 mL of H2O which was then added to the
mixture. This solution was stirred at room temperature for 30 min. Then, 0.56 g of APS,
which had been stirred with 30 mL of H2O, was added to it. The mixture was then stirred
with a magnetic stirrer for another 24 h. Finally, the PANI@TiO2–TiC obtained during
the centrifugation process was washed several times with H2O and C2H5OH and placed
in a dryer at 70 ◦C overnight [23]. The PANI@TiC was prepared following the same
routine for comparison.

2.5. Electrochemical Measurements

The electrochemical properties of the prepared samples were examined using cyclic
voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge–discharge testing (GCD) techniques. Elec-
trodes were prepared by mixing electroactive materials, ACB and PVDF at a mass ratio of
80/10/10 in NMP to form homogeneous slurry [24–26]. The slurry was then coated on a
carbon cloth current collector. Finally, the coated carbon fabrics were dried in a 75 ◦C oven
for 24 h. After drying, it was cut into discs to form working electrodes. The mass loading
of active material was approximately 1.5 mg. The Swagelok 2-electrode supercapacitor
test cell was assembled using hybrid materials as the working electrode and 1M HCl
aqueous solution as the electrolyte. Electrochemical tests were performed in the potential
range from 0 to 1.0 V, and EIS measurements were performed in the frequency range of
200 kHz–10 mHz at open circuit potential with an amplitude of 50 mV [26].

3. Results
3.1. Structural and Morphological Analysis

Figure 1a shows the FTIR analysis of the TiC, TiO2–TiC, PANI, PANI@TiC and
PANI@TiO2–TiC samples. The absence of any significant bands in the TiC spectra suggests
the chemical inertness of this material [27]. Meanwhile, the TiO2–TiC composite spectrum
showed a strong absorption band at 719 cm−1, demonstrating a Ti–O–Ti bond in this new
composite [28]. Moreover, the IR spectra of PANI show the principal characteristic peaks of
the samples at 1574 cm−1, 1486 cm−1, 1373 cm−1, 1290 cm−1 and 812 cm−1, in line with the
findings from literature [14]. The spectrum shows two bands in the region of 1574 cm−1

and 1486 cm−1 belonging to the stretching vibrations of the quinoid (Q) and benzenoid
(B) units of polyaniline [14,23]. The band at 1373 cm−1 is due to the C‚ N+ stretching
adjacent to the Q structure while a band near 1290 cm−1 can be attributed to C–N stretching
vibration in the alternate rings of Q–B–Q units. The two bands at 1373 cm−1 and 1290 cm−1

can be attributed to N–H bending and the symmetric component of the C–C (or C–N)
stretching modes. The band at 1241 cm−1 corresponds with the B–(NH+) and Q structure,
created during the protonation process. The peak at approximately 1574 cm−1 proves the
existence of a protonated imine, and the band at 1290 cm−1 is characteristic of conducting
a protonated form of PANI. Finally, the band at 3232 cm−1 corresponds with the N–H
stretching frequency. Additionally, all absorption peaks appearing in pure PANI are in the
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proper position for PANI@TiO2–TiC, but these peaks are slightly shifted toward a higher
wavenumber value. Moreover, a new band clearly appeared at 730 cm−1 linked to Ti–O–Ti,
suggesting the formation of TiO2 molecules in the studied TiC. In contrast, the FTIR spectra
of PANI@TiC display a decrease in the intensity of most bands compared with pure PANI
spectra. Additionally, the band at 1373 cm−1 was observed to disappear. Furthermore, the
band relating to Q moved to 1567 cm−1, decreasing and becoming broader at the same time.
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Figure 1. (a) FTIR analysis; and (b) survey XPS spectra of samples.

Figure 1b depicts the XPS scan spectra of the bonding states and chemical structure
of the synthesized materials, as summarized in Table 1. Prevailing signals of Ti and C
were discovered in the TiC material. Aside from the predominant signals, a low signal
intensity of oxygen also appeared. The apparition of O can also be understood as the
consequence of surface adsorption [29]. Likewise, for the TiO2–TiC composite, an increase
in the signal intensity of oxygen was detected by XPS, indicating that important quantities
of TiO2 were formed and incorporated into the composite. Furthermore, the C, O, N, and Ti
elements were present in the PANI@TiO2–TiC sample. Therefore, it can be concluded that
matrix PANI were successfully synthesized in the TiO2–TiC composite. In addition, the
XPS spectrum for the Ti2p region from TiC and TiO2–TiC is shown in Figure 2, presenting
the familiar Ti2p3/2 and Ti2p1/2 binding energies [30], again proving the existence of Ti–C
bonding in both samples. As expected, the Ti2p zone has peaks at the Ti–C binding energy
of 455.36 eV and 461.42 eV, suggesting the presence of TiC material in the formed TiO2–TiC
composite [31]. Moreover, the XPS spectrum of Ti2p core levels was acquired from the
surface of TiO2–TiC composite. The strong TiO2 peaks suggest that a major proportion
of the composite’s surface mainly consisted of this oxide type; the two new components
associated with Ti2p3/2 and Ti2p1/2 were set at 458.82 eV and 464.65 eV, respectively.
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Table 1. Summary of the XPS binding energy values (eV) obtained for hybrid materials.

Binding Energy/eV PANI@TiC PANI@TiO2–TiC Assignments

C1s

282.14 282.17 Ti–C
284.28 284.64 C=C; C–C
286.01 285.70 C–N

// 286.91 C=N+; C=N

N1s
// 398.07 –N=

398.98 399.11 –NH2, –NH–
400.36 // –NH+

Ti2p

455.36 // Ti2p3/2 (Ti–C)
467.92 // Ti2p1/2 (Ti–C)

// 458.82 Ti2p3/2 (Ti–O2)
// 464.65 Ti2p1/2 (Ti–O2)
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For the typical signals of the C1s spectrum of hybrid materials (Figure 3a,b), for PANI@TiC,
the three main characteristic peaks were located at approximately 282.14 eV, 284.28 eV and
286.01 eV, which corresponded to the Ti–C (11.21%), (C–C/C=C, 41.54%) and (C–N, 28.92%)
components, respectively. Furthermore, the main peak line of PANI@TiO2–TiC can be decom-
posed into four constituent peaks: 282.17 eV (Ti–C, 9.84%), 284.64 eV (C–C/C=C, 34.43%),
285.70 eV (C–N, 31.72%) and 286.91 eV (C=N/C=N+, 16.55%) [32]. A comparatively higher
ratio of C=N/C=N+ to C–N bonds in the PANI@TiO2–TiC material (41.82%) was found,
which could be linked to the interactions of the amine functional group of the polymer
matrix with the TiO2–TiC composite.

Additionally, as can be been seen in Figure 3c, the N1s of PANI@TiC contains two
kinds of electronic states of the benzenoid amine (–NH2) at 398.98 eV and the cationic
radical (–NH+) at 400.36 eV, respectively [32,33]. Moreover, the N1s core-level spectrum of
PANI@TiO2–TiC (Figure 3d) demonstrated three main peaks at 398.07 eV, 399.11 eV and
400.36 eV, which can be attributed to quinoid imine (=N–), benzene amine (–NH–) and
(–NH+), respectively. Furthermore, the oxidation degree and protonation of the PANI chain
can be measured by analyzing the ratios of (–N=), (–NH–) and (–NH+) [33]. The PANI
contained in the hybrid materials amounted to 26.57% (=N–) and 65.84% (–NH–). The
ratio of (–N=) to (–NH–) was approximately 0.11 for the PANI@TiC sample, whereas the
PANI@TiO2–TiC material contained 18.91% (=N–) and 46.23% (–NH–), with the ratio of
(=N–/–NH–) higher at 0.41. In particular, the total of (–NH+) in the PANI@TiO2–TiC is
higher than in the PANI@TiC nanocomposite, resulting in a comparatively higher doping
level (DL) of PANI into PANI@TiO2–TiC. The increased ratio of –NH+ could be due to the
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interactions between the PANI matrix and the TiO2–TiC composite that links to the restruc-
turing of the (–NH2) group in the PANI backbone [34], which also corresponds to the analy-
sis results of the C1s spectra. Additionally, the high (DL) of the polymer in PANI@TiO2–TiC
is expected to improve its pseudocapacitive performance as electrodes [34,35]. Addition-
ally, the (DL) was specified from the area proportion of major binding energy bands to the
total band area (TBA), and the defect density (DD) from the area proportion of the lowest
binding energy band to the TBA (Table 2). The (DL) of PANI@TiC is only 0.49 and the flaws
density (FD) is ~0.53, while the PANI@TiO2–TiC has an acceptable DL (0.74) and weak
FD (0.08) which probably results in its more rapid charge–discharge rate and considerable
capacitance [13].
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Table 2. The atomic percentage (%) of synthesized hybrid materials.

Materials C1s N1s O1s Ti2p DL* FD**

PANI@TiC 80.04 10.89 2.08 6.51 0.49 0.53
PANI@TiO2–TiC 69.52 11.40 10.48 8.14 0.74 0.08

(DL*) Doping Level = high binding energy band
total band area ; (FD**) Flaws Density =

lowest binding energy band of N1s
total band area of N1s .
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Figure 4 shows the XRD patterns of all samples. The characteristic peaks of TiC appear
at 35.88◦, 41.67◦ and 60.42◦, which can be attributed to the (111), (200) and (220) crystal
plane of TiC, respectively. For the TiO2–TiC composite along with all three intense peaks
of TiC, seven other peaks of TiO2 were observed at 25.35◦ (101), 37.48◦ (004), 48.10◦ (200),
53.90◦ (105), 55.13◦ (211), 62.75◦ (204) and 68.80◦ (116). Finally, the diffraction pattern of the
as-prepared materials displays the combinational peak signals of both TiC (JCPDs 65-7994)
and TiO2 (JCPDs 89–4921), showing the crystal morphology and successful formation of
the nanocomposite structure. Furthermore, PANI is semi-crystalline in character, as the
patterns illustrate three clear peaks at 2θ = 9.16◦ (011), 20.98◦ (020) and 26.24◦ (200) due
to the existence of Q with B rings in the PANI backbone [36]. Additionally, it is evident
that the characteristic absorption peaks of TiC and TiO2–TiC are reserved in PANI@TiC
and PANI@TiO2–TiC, respectively. Moreover, a further weak peak between 20◦ and 30◦

appertaining to the characteristic absorption peak of the polymer chain [37] shows the
formation of the core–shell structure hybrid materials when comparing them with the
graphs of neat TiC and TiO2–TiC. These results confirm that the hybrid materials were
successfully prepared by in situ polymerization technology.
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The studied materials are clearly displayed on their transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images in Figure 5. The TiC in Figure 5a appears almost spherical and distributed
on the supports. Moreover, we found that the TiO2–TiC composite does not significantly
change the size of neat TiC, as shown in Figure 5c. This TEM analysis confirmed that
the TiO2–TiC composite was synthesized and successfully prepared from TiC. Further-
more, TEM (Figure 5b,d) revealed the relatively small-sized TiC and TiO2–TiC dispersed
and anchored on the PANI backbone in the PANI@TiC and PANI@TiO2–TiC compos-
ites, respectively. The result of the TEM analysis suggests that hybrid materials were
completely produced.
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and (d) PANI@TiO2–TiC.

SEM images of TiC, PANI@TiC, TiO2–TiC and PANI@TiO2–TiC are given in Figure 6.
It is observed that the morphological structure of PANI synthesized on the TiC surface
(Figure 6b) is different from the structure of pure TiC (Figure 6a). However, PANI consists of
interconnected forms in the presence of TiO2–TiC composite (Figure 6c). Additionally, the
images in Figure 6d proved not only the full coverage of the TiO2–TiC but also the massive
accumulation of PANI on the TiO2–TiC surface compared to the PANI@TiC image. The
adjustable morphological structure is very advantageous for supercapacitor applications,
as the electrolyte diffusion distance can be lowered by adjusting the thickness controlled by
the TiO2–TiC. Moreover, the strong interactions between TiO2–TiC and PANI components
were determined by the FTIR spectrum, XRD analysis and XPS analysis, which was also
confirmed by SEM images.
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Figure 6. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of: (a) TiC; (b) PANI@TiC; (c) TiO2–TiC; and
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To explore the thermal stability of materials, thermal studies were conducted by
utilizing TGA analyses in the temperature range of 25–900 ◦C as in Figure 7a. The prepared
TiC presents thermal stability up to 900 ◦C where the loss of mass due to the degree
of humidity is negligible (0.7%). Meanwhile, the thermal degradations of the TiO2–TiC
composite are more stable than those of TiC. In contrast, hybrid materials exhibited weight
loss in four major instances. Weight loss occurring at approximately 105 ◦C may be assigned
to the expulsion of H2O molecules or the content of humidity present in the polymer. A
weight loss between 105 ◦C and 190 ◦C was attributed to the loss of H2O in crystallization.
The weight loss that occurred at 440 ◦C was assigned to the breaking of bonds forming the
PANI chain. The final weight loss at 900 ◦C was associated with the thermal degradation of
the materials. Overall, the weight loss of PANI@TiC is 24.88% and that of PANI@TiO2–TiC
is 21.84% in the temperature range from 25 ◦C to 900 ◦C, while PANI exhibited an important
weight loss of more than 67.68% up until 900 ◦C. Even though temperature changes affect
the products’ properties, the synthesis of hybrid materials-based TiC or TiO2–TiC improves
the efficiency of these nanocomposites compared to pure PANI, and this performance is
related to the strength and durability of the bond between the inorganic composites and
the PANI matrix.
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The UV–visible absorption spectra of the prepared materials are compared in Figure 7b
where these materials were dissolved in THF. Both the graph of pure PANI and that of
PANI@TiC show two bands at 372–385 nm and 605–619 nm assigned to transition B and Q,
respectively, which is consistent with the molecular structure of the emeraldine base form.
The first identified absorption band can be attributed to the π–π* transition in the B unit.
The second absorption band is assigned to the transition Q unit (charge transfer from
HOMO of the B unit to LUMO of the Q unit) [38]. These bands provide information on the
general oxidation state of PANI. Conversely, we can clearly observe the characteristic bands
of the PANI@TiO2–TiC sample at approximately 312 nm and a broad band with a maximum
at approximately 617 nm, which relates to the electronic transition of polaronic species and
emeraldine salt, respectively. In addition, this spectrum showed a new absorption band at
approximately 429 nm, probably due to the presence of TiO2 in PANI@TiO2–TiC.

The optical bandgap (Eg) of hybrid materials was measured by Tauc’s relation [14,39]:

(ahν)n = B
(
hν− Eg

)
(1)

where hν is the incident photon energy and n = 2 allowed for direct transition. Where
the linear dependence of the (ahν)2 versus hν occurs at higher photon energy, Figure 7c
displays that the Eg values can be determined for these materials. The Eg values are possibly
determined from the extrapolation of the straight-line portions of the curves to zero and
summarized in Table 3. Additionally, the Eg value of PANI@TiC was lower than that of
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PANI@TiO2–TiC because of the strong interactions between TiO2–TiC and the PANI matrix,
which caused changes in the electron density of the polymer backbone. These changes
led to a redshift; in other words, the absorption moved to a longer wavelength [14]. The
observed decrease in Eg values for the TiO2–TiC composite in the hybrid material is due to
the lower TiO2 content in the samples.

Table 3. Optical bandgap (Eg) and Redox peak of the synthesized samples.

Materials
Redox Peaks/V

Eg/eV
Eox1/red1 ∆Ep1 Eox2/red2 ∆Ep2

PANI 0.49/0.29 0.20 0.94/0.82 0.12 2.64
PANI@TiC 0.32/0.28 0.04 0.64/0.54 0.10 2.72

PANI@TiO2–TiC 0.38/0.31 0.07 0.67/0.51 0.16 2.40

3.2. Electrical Conductivity Measurement

The conductivity measurement of the hybrid materials was determined by a 4-point
probe procedure. The conductivity value of PANI@TiO2–TiC is 1.584 S.cm−1. This value,
which is remarkably high compared to PANI@TiC (0.682 S.cm−1), could be due to perfect
electron delocalization in this hybrid material, which is increased due to the development of
a new structure of composite, cross-linked network after synthesizing TiO2 in the TiO2–TiC
composite. Due to this high conductivity value, PANI@TiO2–TiC could be used as an
electroactive electrode in electronic equipment and devices [16].

3.3. Electrochemical Performance

To assure that the hybrid materials are able to produce electrodes for a supercapacitor,
the electrochemical characterization was tested by cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic
charge/discharge (GCD) and cyclic stability. Moreover, the details of the preparation of
these symmetric capacitors were described in latest work published by Kedir et al. [13]. In
addition, some studies have investigated asymmetric hybrid capacitors based on activated
carbon and activated carbon fiber PANI electrodes, and electrodes made of other materials,
as well as capacitive and non-capacitive faradaic charge storage [24–26].

Since the CV of PANI has been widely reported in literature previously, it is only briefly
displayed here. Figure 7d presents the CVs of the samples over a potential range between
0.0 V and 1.0 V with a scan rate of 50 mV.s−1. All materials offer an almost rectangular
form with two redox couples (Table 3). The first redox couple (A/A’) is attributed to
the transition of the totally reduced Leucoemeraldine base (LB) to the partly oxidized
emeraldine-salt (ES), and the second set of redox peak (B/B’) relates to the transition
of (ES) to the entirely oxidized pernigraniline form (PB). These typical peaks are due to
the redox transformation of PANI, suggesting that the PANI-like character dominates in
the hybrid materials. The presence of TiO2–TiC in hybrid material resulted in a shift of
potential peak separation (∆Ep) to higher values compared to PANI@TiC (Table 3). This
proves that the reaction kinetic is surface-bound and the electrochemical characteristics are
also changed by the TiO2 formed in PANI@TiO2–TiC. Therefore, the electroactivity signal
(A/A’) demonstrated a clear decrease for the peak in PANI@TiC and its CV curve was
slightly distorted compared to the PANI@TiO2–TiC curve. In addition, these redox couples’
properties indicate the pseudocapacitive performance of polymer. The redox pairs (anodic
and cathodic) were observed to be symmetric, reflecting the excellent reversibility of the
pertinent redox reaction and most of the energy is stocked by Faradaic reaction [16].

The cycling behavior is one of the most critical indices in the practical application of
electrodes’ supercapacitors. The long-term stability of as-formed electrodes was examined
by galvanostatic charge/discharge (GCD) [40], and the results are presented in Figure 8a.
The executed GCD showed a potential range from 0.0 to 0.8 V at a current density of
1.5 A·g−1. Generally, the GCD curves of these samples have an asymmetric distorted
triangular shape with an evident plateau due to the faradaic character of the prepared
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electrode [41]. The charging slopes of PANI@TiO2–TiC demonstrated a rapid rise in voltage
from 0.0 V to 0.15 V, which was also due to the equivalent-series-resistance (ESR) followed
by a flattening of the curve at approximately 0.15 V–0.27 V due to the oxidation from
ES to PB, the major redox transition where energy is stored [33], pursued by another
flattening of the curve at approximately 0.40 V to 0.45 V. A steep ascent in the curve to 0.8 V
followed, and then it continuously declined. Accordingly, the high GCD time observed
in this case compared to other samples illustrates the high charge storage capacity of the
PANI@TiO2–TiC electrode. It can be clarified by the porous interconnected structural
character of the PANI matrix and the synergy between TiO2 and TiC. Therefore, it is evident
that the existence of the crystalline TiO2–TiC composite with new porosity could reinforce
the hybrid material stability [42]. This result also proved that the PANI@TiO2–TiC has an
excellent electrochemical reversibility.
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Cycling stability (CS) is a critical factor for operational supercapacitors. Particu-
larly, polymer-based supercapacitors frequently experience limited CS due to the polymer
shrinking and swelling during its GCD process [16]. Figure 8b displays the samples’ CS
performance at the current density of 1.5 A·g−1. We found that the capacitance retention of
PANI is quickly fading with a growing number of cycles achieving 64.4% after 1500 cycles
(Figure 8b [43]. Furthermore, the capacitance retention of PANI@TiO2–TiC (88.2%) is higher
than that of PANI@TiC (76.8%), showing the beneficial impact of TiO2. In other words,
the presence of the TiO2 in TiO2–TiC composite can play a key role in the enhancement
of PANI’s electrochemical performance, suggesting the good cycling performance of the
device, demonstrating its great application potential for energy storage systems.

Figure 9 compares the GCD patterns of PANI@TiO2–TiC at current densities of 1.5 and
5.0 A·g−1. The specific capacitance Csp (F·g−1) from the electrode setup was calculated
from CV and GCD by Equations (2) and (3):

Csp =
1

vm(∆V)

∫ Vc

Va
iVdV (2)

Csp =
1

m(∆V/∆t)
(3)

where ∆V is the applied potential window (Va to Vc), v is the scan rate, m is mass of the
active material and I (A) and ∆t (s) represent the current response and time during the
discharging process.
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on the GCD curves, the calculated Csp of the device reaches 105.8 F·g−1 at 0.5 A·g−1, and
decreases by increasing at a high current density of 5.0 A·g−1 to 52.2 F·g−1.

4. Conclusions

Hybrid materials based on TiO2 and TiC were successfully prepared to support and
enhance the stabilization of PANI. The resulting materials were analyzed by XPS, FTIR,
XRD, UV–vis, SEM, TEM and TGA. Furthermore, the electrical conductivity and optical
bandgap were tested as well. Interestingly, the PANI@TiO2–TiC shows fascinating electro-
chemical performance; the excellent electrochemical properties of this hybrid material can
be attributed to the effect of covalent synergy between the TiO2–TiC composite and the
PANI backbone. In addition, the results reveal that the hybrid material containing TiO2–TiC
appears to have perfect stability because of its crystalline structure, which can be sustained
for a long time during the GCD operation. As a consequence of better cycle stability (88.2%
after 1500 cycles), the PANI@TiO2–TiC developed in our investigation appears to be a
potential candidate for electrodes in supercapacitor applications.
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